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Abstract 

Building hydropower stations continually destroyed the fish habitats and prevented 

some species of fish from tracing back to spawn. The construction of fishways can 

effectively alleviate these problems. Therefore, it is necessary to provide practical advices 

for the construction of fish ladders through analyzing fish motion trajectories. In this 

paper, we focus on juvenile fish motion tracking and trajectory extraction. Because the 

target is small and non-rigid, it is difficult to track them correctly during a long period. 

With the above considerations, this paper presented an interactive object tracking system 

based on real time compressive tracking algorithm to extract juvenile fish motion 

trajectories. In order to effectively reduce the number of interactions, a target sample 

reselection method is proposed with the help of fish swimming direction constrains. The 

experimental results showed that this system can track a juvenile fish accurately for a 

long time and extract its trajectory effectively. 
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1. Introduction 

With a long term of evolution to adapt to the natural environment, different kinds of 

fish will choose different ways to spawn [1]. Migratory fishes have a habit of tracing back 

to spawn. However as more and more hydropower stations are built, many original natural 

rivers are blocked which affects the fish spawning badly and leads to the fish resources 

decline. In order to harmonize the relationship between the construction of dams and 

ecological environment, researchers have put forward some methods such as building 

fish-passing facilities, designing cascade hydropower stations. Fishway, as a kind of 

engineering technique to protect biological resources, can effectively improve the degree 

of river connectivity and repair river ecosystem. It has become an important method to 

alleviate the bad effects caused by water conservancy projects. 

The design of fish pass facilities is closely related with fish motion behavior, which 

directly determines the success of fish passing facilities. So the fish way designing needs 

a long term analysis for fish swimming behavior according to their motion trajectories. 
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One typical method for fish motion tracking is using color marks adhered to a fish body [2, 

3]. By tracking the masks with computer object tracking technique the fish motion 

trajectory can be estimated. This method is effective for big fishes but not suitable to 

juvenile fishes. Another commonly used method is to adapt automatic animal behavior 

analysis software such as SwisTrack [4]. But the software could not notify users when it 

misses the tracked object or be confused by multi tracked objects with similar appearance. 

And the existences of various noises in videos, such as the interactions between multiple 

fishes, will cause losing tracking target. Therefore, these kinds of software cannot be 

applied for long term tracking. In order to get more accurate continuous motion 

trajectories, some researchers record the fish swimming video with video capture card on 

PC, and track fishes manually offline. Such methods require heavy workload and easy to 

cause visual fatigue of users. Aiming at above problems, this paper presents a 

semi-automatic scheme by using an interactive visual object tracking algorithm to extract 

juvenile fish motion trajectories efficiently. 

Target tracking is one of the most important fields of computer vision. Its aim is to 

estimate the target position on each frame by analyzing the target appearance and motion. 

According to feature vectors extracted from the target, the same target in different frames 

can be associated. During this process, moving target can be tracked continuously and the 

motion trajectory can be obtained [5]. According to the appearance model used, tracking 

algorithms can be roughly classified as generative model based methods and 

discriminative model based methods. A generative model based algorithm forms a 

template to describe the target commonly, and uses it to search for the candidate which 

has the minimum error of reconstruction [6-7]. A method based on discriminative model 

combines the foreground and background information to detecting the target, in essence it 

treats track problem as a classification problem [8-9].  

Algorithms based on generative model need a lot of training samples before tracking to 

learn an appearance model online. These training samples commonly come from first 

video frames. But most of the algorithms assume that the appearance of the target will not 

change much during this period. If the appearance of the target changes greatly at the 

beginning, drift problem is likely to happen. In addition, this kind of algorithm commonly 

does not use the background information which might improve the tracking accuracy and 

stability [10]. Algorithms based on discriminative model can achieve more effective 

prediction performance. However the biggest limitation of this kind of algorithm is that 

there is a heavy dependency upon selection of training samples. If the selected samples 

appeared to be confused, this kind of algorithm will fail. 

In recent years, the target tracking technology has made a great progress, but by now 

there is not a universal tracking method because of the target pose and illumination 

changes, object occlusion and motion blur, and many other factors. The existing tracking 

algorithms usually perform well in a short time, but it is difficult to maintain a good 

performance in a long run. Due to the lack of the ability of self-recovery, the existing 

tracking algorithm often lost target when drift phenomenon happens. SwisTrack proposed 

by Correll Nikolaus [4, 11-12] is a visual target tracking software with open source codes 

and it is easy to use in different platform. But in the specific application of juvenile fish 

tracking, there are still some problems: reflection from water surface will lead to tracking 

failure; fish swimming action varies dramatically causes fish appearance abrupt changes; 

the occlusion among multiple juvenile fishes. All these factors lead to the failure of long 

term tracking juvenile fishes. 

In order to extract the juvenile fish motion trajectories during a long term, this paper 

proposed an interactive fish tracking system based on real-time compressive tracking 

algorithm. Because the long term tracking process will make mistakes inevitably, this 

paper presented a target sample reselection strategy with the help of fish swimming 

direction constrains. By reselecting target samples, the number of interaction is reduced 

dramatically. The remaining sections of this paper discussed the real-time compression 
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tracking algorithm, interactive tracking technique, target sample reselection strategy, and 

some experiments. Section 2 gives the principle of real-time compression tracking 

algorithm and its advantages in the field of target tracking. Section 3 discusses the 

interactive object tracking technique for long term target tracking. Section 4 introduces 

the improved target sample selection strategy and how to reduce the number of 

interactions with it. Section 5 describes a number of experimental results. Finally, section 

6 is a summary of this paper. 

 

2. Real Time Compression Tracking Algorithm 

Real Time Compression Tracking Algorithm (CT) was first proposed by Zhang [10]. 

On one hand, the algorithm is based on a generative model. It uses a sparse measurement 

matrix that conforms to the compressed sensing restricted isometry property [13] to 

project multi-scale features of the initial image into a low dimensional feature vector 

which keeps the most prominent image information. On the other hand, CT is based on a 

discriminative model as well. It focuses on finding features beneficial to tracking and its 

purpose is to maximum the difference between the target and the background. In CT, the 

sparse matrix is applied to extract target features and background features as positive 

samples and negative samples to update classifier online. Then the updated classifier is 

applied to find out possible objects that like target but don‟t like background mostly in 

follow-up frames. The algorithm is fast and can deal with occlusions, appearances and 

light change, and movement blur to some extent. So it got much attention of many related 

researchers [14-18]. 

The CT algorithm has two main components: classifier updating and target searching. 

The initial target location is set manually in advance. In each frame, positive samples are 

selected in the region with a distance less than   from the target center li 

(   z z   ill   ), denoted with white bounding boxes shown in Figure 1(a)). Negative 

samples are chosen in the region with a distance less than  but greater than from the 

target center li (   1
z l z l    , denoted with white bounding boxes shown in Figure 

1(a)). Then a projection matrix R conforming to the compressed sensing restricted 

isometry property is used to extract feature vectors of the target and its surrounding 

background. These features then are used to update a naive Bayes classifier online. Figure 

1(a) shows the process of classifier updating. In the next frame (here noted with t+1), 

features are extracted with the same sparse measurement matrix, then the updated 

classifier evaluates samples with that features, and selects an object that like target most 

as the target for tracking. Figure 1(b) illustrates the process of selecting target. In addition 

to the first frame, each frame needs to update the classifier and search for candidate 

targets. 
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Figure 1. Process of Updating a Classifier (a) and Selecting the Target (b) 
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3. Interactive Object Tracking Technology 

Long term tracking is a very challengeable problem, and most tracking algorithms 

could not maintain a good performance in a long time. One of the reasons is that most of 

the algorithms assume that the appearance of the target does not change much in the first 

few frames. In reality, the target appearance may have changed suddenly. In order to keep 

track stability during a long time, the information of target appearance changes must be 

collected timely which is caused by sudden object pose changes or illumination changes. 

But it is hard to include so many important information in general model, especially in 

real time tracking. Another important reason is that most of the existing algorithms could 

not detect the drift phenomenon and recover from it. Once the target location is initialized, 

most of the tracking is becoming a series of prediction of the target motion in following 

continuous frame, so that this cumulative drift phenomenon is inevitable unless the 

location of the target can be reinitialized again [19]. This situation has provided us with a 

new idea. For a long time video, reinitializing the location of the target can be applied by 

manual when tracking error happens. With the help of users, we can insure the accuracy 

of juvenile fish motion trajectories extracted from the long term tracking results. After 

analyzing the juvenile fish tracking problem, this paper proposed a CT based interactive 

tracking technology for long term juvenile fish swimming trajectories extraction. 

Interactive object track technology applied CT algorithm to extract the features of the 

juvenile fish head, then track the fish head and get the trajectories of the fish. The speed 

of the fish can be calculated with the frequency of the camera and the distance from the 

position of the camera to the fish in practice. When tracking error is found, users can 

return to the error frame and reinitialize fish location to continue the tracking. Figure 2 is 

the user interface of our system. The implementation process of the interactive object 

tracking will be described as follows: 

 
Figure 2. The GUI of the Proposed Interactive Object Tracking System 

(1) First the fish video should be converted to image frames, which can decrease the 

memory occupation of the video file. This can be done by clicking the button of 

„video2jpg‟, and selecting video that need to be converted. Then the software will 

convert the video into images. 

(2) Click on the „open‟ button to open the folder that contains converted images. Select 

the first frame to load. 

(3) Click on the „startButton‟ button and draw the track rectangle when the mouse 

appear cross shape (adjust the size of the box). Then double click on the rectangle 

to confirm track object. 

Learning Rate: Searching Radius: 
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(4) Positive samples are selected in the region around the target with a distance less 

than   from the target center li (   z z   ill   ). The value of  is 4. Negative 

samples are chosen in the region around the target with a distance less than  but 

greater than from the target center li (   1
z l z l    . The value of and  is 8 

and 30 respectively. Then multi-scale features of positive samples and negative 

samples will be extracted with the projection matrix R. Finally the naive Bayes 

classifier will be updated with these features. 

(5) In the next frame, candidate fish head patches samples will be searched around the 

target location of last frame within a region with the distance less than  from the 

target center li (   z z   ill   ). The value of  is 20. Then the multi-scale features 

of these samples will be extracted with the same projection matrix R. Finally the 

classifier selects the sample that is like most the target in previous frame as the 

target. Repeat step 4 and step 5 until tracking error happens.  

(6) Click on the „pauseButton‟ button when tracking fails which can be judge by user 

manually and the tracking will be suspended. 

(7) Due to the real-time performance of CT algorithm, when user find the tracking 

error the frame could not just the one with error. So, click the button labeled „>‟ or 

„<‟ to find the error frame. Jump to step 3 when locating the error frame. Then start 

step 4 and step 5 to continue the tracking. Tracked results are recorded in the date 

file named data.txt. It can be used to extract the juvenile fish motion trajectories. 

 

4. Target Sample Reselection 

In CT algorithm the target searching space is within a region with the distance less than

 from the target center li (   z z   ill   ). But for the specific application of fish 

tracking, there is a certain swimming direction for the fish and the swimming direction of 

the fish in two continuous frames cannot be opposite. And the two fishes will overlap in 

one point and then swim in the direction of their own when there are two or more fishes. 

Since the CT algorithm choose samples randomly around the target in previous frame, 

there will be a lot of non-target samples when two fish overlap. In addition, the target is 

small (about 20×20 pixels). It is likely to take another fish head as the current frame target 

when two fish overlap. This will cause tracking errors. Through the observation of 

multiple videos, the frequency of fish overlapping is relatively high. Therefore, it is 

necessary to reduce the tracking error caused by the overlapping. 

 

 

 

 

 

   (a) Frame n      (b) Frame n+1    (c) Frame n+2                (d) Frame n+2 

Figure 3. Illustration of the Target Samples Reselection Strategy 

Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) is the frame n and frame n+1. Candidate samples in frame 

n+2 will be selected around the fish position in the frame n+1 in order to get the fish 

position of the frame n+2 (as shown in Figure 3(c)). In our study samples selection is 

according to a direction constraint consideration that the direction of the fish swimming 

cannot change abruptly in continuous frames. A vector ( , 1)n n can be formed by linking 

the center point of the frame n to that of the frame n+1. Another vector ( 1, 2)n n  links 
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the center point of the frame n+1 to that of all samples in the frame n+2. If the dot product 

of vector ( , 1)n n  and vector ( 1, 2)n n   is greater than zero, the sample will be 

retained to be identified. Otherwise, the sample would be thrown away. Finally the target 

samples searching area is where the vector dot product is greater than zero, as shown in 

Figure 3(d). 

 

5. Experimental Results and Analysis 

The algorithm flow of the proposed interactive juvenile fish tracking technology is 

shown in Figure 4 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The Flow of the Interactive Juvenile Fish Tracking Technology 

5.1. Experimental Results 

Some experimental results with and without target sample reselection strategy in the 

same video are shown in Figure 5(a) and (b). The initial location and the size of the 

tracking box are set to the same. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5(a). Frame #62 to frame #69 in one test video. Dashed Box Shows the 
Tracking Results without Sample Reselection, and the Solid line Box 

Illustrates the Tracking Results with Sample Reselection 
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Figure 5(b). Frame #113 to frame #120 in one test video. Dashed Box Shows 
the Tracking Results without Sample Reselection, and the Solid Line Box 

Illustrates the Tracking Results with Sample Reselection 

Figure 5(a) shows a set of frames in a fish video, these frames show that two fishes are 

swimming, and overlap in some frames, but they swim along their original direction after 

overlapping. The tracking results with and without considering swimming direction 

constraints are shown with bounding boxes with solid line and dashed line respectively. 

As shown from frame #62 to #65, both tracking algorithms maintained good performance 

before two fishes overlapped. When the two fishes overlapped in the frame 66, the 

original algorithm tracked the fish swimming in the opposite direction and the improved 

algorithm filtered the samples with opposite direction with the help of the direction 

constraint. This improves the tracking accuracy greatly, and decreases the interaction 

frequency dramatically. Figure 5(b) shows frames 113 to 120 in a video. There are two 

fishes in the video, they swam along their own direction and overlapped at frame 115. It is 

obvious that the original algorithm tracked another fish head falsely and the improved 

algorithm could keep tracking correctly. 

 

5.2. Juvenile Fish Motion Trajectories Extraction based on Tracking Results 

The position data of the fish head obtained with the proposed interactive fish tracking 

technology is stored in the file named data.txt. Each tuple inside the position data consists 

of seven fields, these fields are frame number, the x coordinate of the center point of the 

tracking rectangle, the y coordinate of the center point of the tracking box, the x 

coordinate of the point in the upper left corner of the tracking rectangle, the y coordinate 

of the point in the upper left corner of the tracking box, the width of the tracking box, and 

the height of the tracking box. Figure 6 shows an example of the data file. The data can be 

used for further analysis. Figure 7 visualizes the part of the data. Figure 7(d) is the first 

frame of a video, and the resolution is 352×288. Two fishes swims within a white gutter 

in this video. During the whole period, the fish keeps swimming around the perimeter 

zone of the gutter and cross the tank some times. Figure 7(a), (b), and (c) present the 

position of the fish and show that the fish swimming trajectory is periodic, which is 

consistent with the real swimming trajectory. These data verifies the correctness of the 

results. 
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Figure 6. Fish Head Position Data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b)  
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(c)                            (d)  

Figure 7. The Analysis of Fish Head Position with Interactive Fish Tracking 
Technology  (a) Visualization of the x Coordinates  (b) Visualization of the 
y Coordinate  (c) The Fish Motion Trajectories  (d) First Frame of a Video 

In these videos, the phenomenon that two fish overlap appears frequently. This paper 

puts forward a target sample reselection strategy which can reduce the number of 

interaction effectively and improve the accuracy of the tracking.  
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6. Conclusion 

This paper presented an interactive visual object tracking system to extract the motion 

trajectory of juvenile fishes. For the fish tracking, we found that fish swimming 

movement owns a certain direction which cannot be opposite in two continuous frames. 

At the same time, the frequency of two fish overlapping and swimming along their 

original direction in a video is high. In order to reduce the interactive frequency and 

improve tracking accuracy, a target sample reselection strategy is proposed. Experimental 

results show that the method of target sample reselection can reduce the number of 

interaction dramatically and improves the trajectories extraction accuracy. 
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